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Response (Daniel) 4/23/2008 5:19:48 AM 

Again, I am sorry your unhappy but the trigger is designed the way it is in order to ensure the safe operation 

of the firearm. If there is anything else we can do for you please let us know. 

Customer (Bart Folstadt) 4/22/2008 12:59:30 PM 

Daniel, 

Thanks for the input. I will put the rifle up for sale immediately!! 

You guys really screwed up with this new trigger. 

Good Luck 

Thanks, 

Bart 

Response (Daniel) 4/14/2008 6:38:27 AM 

Dear Mr. Folstadt, 

I am sorry to hear that you are unhappy with the performance of our new X-mark Pro Trigger. I am unsure who 

manufactures and aftermarket trigger for the model Seven. However part of the reason you are encountering 

problems when closing the bolt is because the 3 lb. trigger pull you designated is below our factory 

specifications for the X-mark Pro and safe operation of the trigger cannot be guaranteed outside of these 

specifications. I would strongly urge you to replace the trigger that is acting erratically with a new factory 

trigger for safety. 

Customer (Bart Folstadt) 4/12/2008 11:48:59 AM 

I own 20+ remington firearms. Between my gunsmith and myself, I have been able to obtain acceptable performance 

from factory triggers (in my rifles) . 

Post 2006 rifles have the X-Mark trigger, I own one and it may be for sale!!! Who makes an after market trigger 

system for this rifle in Model Seven? My gunsmith and I hate the trigger. When set under 3lbs, it will fire when 

slamming the bolt!!! Gunsmith advised me that he has sent 3 other rifles back for the same problem. 

PLEASE HELP. I like your products and would like to continue to give a positive testimony to the Remington name. 

Thanks and Regards, Bart Folstadt 
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